
Monday
12/18/2023

7th Grade
Ch. 2 Review Day
Standards

7.EE.3 Solve multi-step real-
life and mathematical
problems posed with positive
and negative rational
numbers in any form (whole
numbers, fractions, and
decimals), using tools
strategically. Apply properties
of operations to calculate with
numbers in any form; convert
between forms as
appropriate; and assess the
reasonableness of answers
using mental computation
and estimation strategies. For
example: If a woman making
$25 an hour gets a 10%
raise, she will make an
additional 1/10 of her salary
an hour, or $2.50, for a new
salary of $27.50. If you want
to place a towel bar 9 3/4
inches long in the center of a
door that is 27 1/2 inches
wide, you will need to place
the bar about 9 inches from
each edge; this estimate can
be used as a check on the
exact computation.

Instruction
Warm Up: #59
Vocab: percent equation,
percent proportion, percent

Tuesday
12/19/2023

7th Grade
Ch. 2 Test Day
Instruction
Warm Up: None
Vocab: Vocab: percent
equation, percent
proportion, percent of
change, discount, sales
tax, tip, markup
- Start Ch. 2 Test (Forms 1A,
2A, 3A)
- they have today and
tomorrow to take the test
- Calculators are allowed
Assessment
Ch. 2 Test

8th Grade
Ch. 3 Test
Learning Target
Students will demonstrate
their understanding of slope,
slope-intercept form, and
solving systems of equations
by graphing and using
algebra.
Instruction
Warm Up: None
Vocab: rate of change,
slope, y-intercept, slope-
intercept form, standard
form, system of equations
- students will have class time
to finish their Ch. 3 test

Wednesday
12/20/2023

7th Grade
Ch. 2 Test Day
Instruction
Warm Up: None
Vocab: Vocab: percent
equation, percent
proportion, percent of
change, discount, sales
tax, tip, markup
- Finish Ch. 2 Test (Forms
1A, 2A, 3A)
- if students are done they
can look to redo any
assignments from Ch. 2
- Calculators are allowed
Assessment
Finish Ch. 2 Test

8th Grade
Christmas Bingo/Redo Test
Instruction
Warm Up: #61
Vocab: None
- Christmas Review Bingo
- found in 8th grade folder
and binder
- buy prizes and wrap for
winners
- rest of the time to redo tests
Assessment
Redo Tests if needed

Thursday
12/21/2023

7th Grade
Christmas Day Party
Instruction
8:05 - 8:15 Advisory
8:15 - 10:15 Movie
10:30 - 11:10 Activities
11:15 - 11:55 Activities
11:55 - 12:20 Lunch
12:20 - 12:50 Trivia
Challenge

8th Grade

Friday
12/22/2023

No School Day
No School Day
Winter Break
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of change, discount, sales
tax, tip, markup
- students will play a review
game that covers lessons 2.1
- 2.7 to help them prepare for
their test
- students will be split into
groups of 2 - 4
- we will play Gamble or
Gaurantee
- use Ch. 2 Review Canva
Presentation
- if there is extra time they
can finish their 2.7 Shopping
Spree Activity
Assessment
Finish Shopping Spree
Activity

8th Grade
Ch. 3 Test
Learning Target
Students will demonstrate
their understanding of slope,
slope-intercept form, and
solving systems of equations
by graphing and using
algebra.
Instruction
Warm Up: None
Vocab: rate of change,
slope, y-intercept, slope-
intercept form, standard
form, system of equations
- students will start their Ch. 3
test over equations with two
variables

- if students finish, they can
redo assignments or finish
any late work
- if students' test are
corrected, they can redo
those as well if they have the
opportunity to
Assessment
Finish Ch. 3 test
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- if they don't finish, they will
have tomorrow to finish them
as well
- if they finish, they can work
on redo's or any missing
assignments from Ch. 3
Assessment
Ch. 3 Test
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